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EXPLANATORY  NOTE 

 

The Senate Library's BIBLIOGRAPHY SERVICE is a bimonthly compilation 
of books, journals and other information materials which aims to inform and update the 
Honorable Senators, their research staff, and the officials and technical staff of the 
Secretariat of recent additions to the library collections.   

          Entries are arranged alphabetically according to the subjects covered by each title. 
Under each subject, entries are further arranged alphabetically by author or title.  To 
facilitate their location or retrieval, call number is included at the bottom of each 
bibliographic information.    

          Come and visit the LEGISLATIVE LIBRARY SERVICE at the 3rd Level of the 
Senate Bldg. or you may click the Senate Library Online Catalog link from 
www.senate.gov.ph  to view our available resources. 

          You are welcome to browse or borrow these reference materials.  

  

 

      

  

 



BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
 
ADOPTION -- LAW AND LEGISLATION -- PHILIPPINES 

 

Pangalangan, Elizabeth Aguiling. 2013. Not bone of my bone but still my own: a treatise on the 

Philippine law on adoption. Diliman, Quezon City : University of the Philippines 

College of Law. 

 

The book discusses the legal aspects of adoption, with a domestic and international 

perspective, including implementing rules, and Supreme Court rulings. The book contains 

digests of important local and American cases relevant to adoption. It also outlines 

several relevant laws and supplies a checklist of adoption requirements. 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib_update_202303_may_june 

 

 

 

 
 
AGRICULTURE AND STATE -- PHILIPPINES 

Dar, William D. 2019. The way forward : level up Philippine agriculture. [Philippines] : Bureau 

of Agricultural Research. 

 Dar emphasizes the importance of research and development advancing the state of 

agriculture in the Philippines.  The book stresses the importance of agribusiness industry 

in advancing the national economy. A section highlights the implications of technological 

advances, climate change, and policy reforms on the agricultural landscape. 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun02 

 

 

https://bit.ly/senatelib_update_202303_may_june
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun02
https://bit.ly/senatelib_update_202303_may_june


CITATION OF LEGAL  AUTHORITIES -- PHILIPPINES 

Claridades, Alvin T. 2020. Handbook on legal citations. Quezon City : Central Book Supply, Inc. 

  A handbook which provides rules and terminologies pertinent to legal citation. It also 

highlights the relevance of proper legal citation in legal writing, thesis writing, and legal 

research.  

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun03 

 

CLIMATIC CHANGES IN MASS MEDIA 

 

Maslog, Crispin C. 2019. Science writing and climate change. Sampaloc, City of Manila, 

Philippines : Asian Institute of Journalism and Communication. 

 The book highlights the role of mass media in general in emphasizing the scientific facts 

on climate change and the role of journalism in empowering the public and government 

bodies to take collective action against this environmental threat to our planet. 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun04 

 

 

 

 

CRIMINAL LAW -- PHILIPPINES 

Peralta, Diosdado M. 2021. Essentials in criminal law - Book One. Manila : Rex Book Store. 

The book discusses recent developments in penal statutes and jurisprudence applicable 

to the Philippines. The book also emphasizes key principles in criminal law.  

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun05 

https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun04


 

CROPS AND CLIMATE -- PHILIPPINES 

Rola, Agnes C., Zenaida M. Sumalde, Jose Nestor M. Garcia, editors. 2016. Environment and 

food security interactions amid climate change: a multi-scale analysis in a Philippine 

watershed. Diliman, Quezon City : University of the Philippines, Center for Integrative 

and Development Studies. 

 An analysis of the food security and community adaptation in the face of environmental 

and climate change interaction in the rural areas of the Sta. Cruz watershed, Laguna, 

Philippines. It discusses the impact of climate change to the local environment and food 

security, the proposed strategies to mitigate these impacts, and the recommended policies 

to enhance the food security of the community in the watershed.  

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun06 

 

 

 

 

DISAPPEARED PERSONS -- ASIA 

Gerlock, Ed, editor. 2008. Reclaiming stolen lives. Quezon City : Asian Federation Against 

Involuntary Disappearances. 

 A book with descriptive discussions on the scale of occurrence of forced disappearances 

in Asia, its historical development, and present political state of disappearances in 

individual countries. It also details the Asian Federation Against Involuntary 

Disappearances (AFAD’s) actions, alongside with the Government and NGO responses 

at the local, regional, and international level against these events.  

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun07 

 

 

https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun06


 

EXPENDITURES, PUBLIC – PHILIPPINES – 2010-2016 

Capistrano, Francis Y. 2016. Kuwento sa bawat kuwenta : a story of budget and management 

reforms 2010-2016. [Manila] : Department of Budget and Management. 

 A publication highlighting the budget and management reforms implemented by the 

government under the Aquino administration (2010 to 2016). It details the actions of the 

Department of Budget and Management (DBM) together with its government partners 

and stakeholders in the enforcement of budget reforms, achievement of goals, and 

budgetary challenges to hurdle. 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun08 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – CIVIL RIGHTS -- PHILIPPINES 

Our call for full inclusion : a collection of articles on peace, Indigenous People’s Rights, and 

the Bangsamoro Basic Law. Quezon City : Loyukan, c2015.  

 A collection of presentations, studies, opinions, and individual statements concerning the 

upholding of Indigenous Peoples (IP) rights in the Bangsamoro Basic Law (BBL). The 

full inclusion of IP rights in the BBL shall be of full benefit to the Indigenous Peoples in 

the Bangsamoro territory or the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (ARMM). 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun09 

 

 

 

https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun08


 

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – ECOLOGY – PHILIPPINES – CORDILLERA  

ADMINISTRATIVE REGION 

Ngohayon, Serafin L., Maria Luz Delson-Fang-asan, Engr. Loinaz D. Dulawan, editors. 2015. 

Guardians of the forest, stewards of the land : environmental conservation practices of 

the Cordilleras. [Manila] : Cordillera Administrative Region Association of State 

Universities and Colleges. 

 A descriptive inventory of the agricultural and environmental conservation practices in 

the Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR). It illustrates the various forest conservation 

practices of six ethno-linguistic groups in CAR. 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun10 

 

 

 

 

 

PHILIPPINE RELIGIOUS – HISTORY – 16TH CENTURY 

Malvar, Potenciano R. 2021. Limasawa hoax : 1521 Butuan was the site of the first Easter mass 

celebration, Antonio Pigafetta and Francisco Albo. Butuan City : Butuan Calagan 

Historical Cultural Foundation. 

 Malvar addressed several controversies on the location of the first Easter Mass 

celebration in the Philippines in 1521. The conclusion of the author are based on archived 

accounts physically accessed in both Europe and the USA. The author asserts that Butuan 

is the logically correct location of the first Easter Mass celebration.  

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun11 
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PHILIPPINES – HISTORY – 1897-1956 

Ileto, Reynaldo Clemena. 2017. Knowledge and pacification : on the U.S. conquest and the 

writing of Philippine history. Quezon City :  Ateneo de Manila University Press.  

 A book on the Filipino-American War and the American Occupational period in the 

Philippines and its lasting effects on the interpretations of the “special relationship” 

between the Philippines and the United States. 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun12 

 

 

 

 

POLITICAL CORRUPTION -- PHILIPPINES 

Bondoc, Jarius. 2021. Gotcha: an expose on the Philippine government. Philippines : GE Manaog 

Publishing Consultancy Services. 

 A compilation of various articles and exposés previously published in The Philippine Star 

covering a wide range of aspects of Philippine society such as government corruption, 

the country’s transportation system, elections, customs, mining, and foreign policies 

specifically on the South China Sea claims. 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun13 
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TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS -- PHILIPPINES 

National Academy of Science and Technology. 2021. Pagtanaw 2050: the Philippine foresight on 

science, technology and innovation. Bicutan, Taguig : National Academy of Science and 

Technology. 

 Provides a collection of science, technology, and innovation trends applicable to twelve 

major operational areas of Philippine society. It highlights several scientific challenges 

and technical requirements which are synthesized into a roadmap for national 

development.  

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun14 

 

 

TELECOMMUNICATION – CORRUPT PRACTICES -- PHILIPPINES 

Tiglao, Rigoberto D. 2016. Colossal deception : how foreigners control our telecoms sector : a 

case study of corruption, cronyism and regulatory capture in the Philippines. 

Philippines : Published by the Strong Republic Books and The Manila Times Publishing 

Corp. 

 This book exposes the domination of the Philippine telecommunications industry by 

foreign entities and the deliberate attempts in concealing this setup. It highlights how 

foreign stockholders have profited from the operations of Smart Communications and 

Globe Telecom from 2000 to 2015.   

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun15


WOMEN HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES – HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC. 

Braga, Alejandro Ben, IV., Mary Ann V. Abunda. 2018. Domestic workers : handbook. [Place of 

publication not identified] : [Publisher not identified].  

 The handbook provides a guide for domestic workers in Kuwait with regard to their  rights 

and responsibilities under the Kuwait law.  It aims to foster a balanced working 

relationship between domestic workers and their Kuwaiti employers by clarifying legal 

rights and obligations. 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-update-202303-mayjun16 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



E-BOOK COLLECTIONS 

 

Artificial intelligence and the law / Jan De Bruyne, Cedric Vanleenhove, editors.  Cambridge : 

Intersentia, 2021. 1 online resource (xxxi, 520 pages) : digital, PDF file(s). (Series: Open 

AccessCollection)  https://www.cambridge.org/core/product/identifier/9781839701047/type/BO

OK 

 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0001 

 

 

 

China and international dispute resolution in the context of the 'Belt and Road Initiative' /  

edited by Wenhua Shan, Sheng Zhang, Jinyuan Su.  Cambridge : Cambridge University Press, 

2020. 1 online resource (xvi, 339 pages) : digital, PDF file(s).  (Series: Open Access 

Collection)  https://doi.org/10.1017/9781108561976 
 
 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0002 

 

 

 

Cyber Crime and Forensic Computing : Modern Principles, Practices, and Algorithms / edited 

by Gulshan Shrivastava, Deepak Gupta, Kavita Sharma.  Berlin ; Boston : De Gruyter, [2021]. 1 

online resource (X, 230 p.)  (Series: DeGruyter eBook collection)  

(Only accessible within the Senate premises) 

 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0003 
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Decentralization : Technology’s Impact on Organizational and Societal Structure / Craig 

Calcaterra, Wulf Kaal.  Berlin Boston : De Gruyter, [2021]. 1 online resource (XLVI, 252 p.)  

(Series: DeGruyter eBook collection).  (Only accessible within the Senate premises) 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0004 

 

 

Filipino Time : Affective Worlds and Contracted Labor / Allan Punzalan Isaac. New York, NY 

: Fordham University Press, [2021]. 1 online resource (192 p.) : 4 b/w illustrations. (Series: 

DeGruyter eBook collection)  (Only accessible within the Senate premises) 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0005 

 

 

From Aquino II to Duterte (2010-2018) : Change, Continuity-and Rupture / edited by Imelda 

Deinla, Björn Dressel. Singapore : ISEAS Publishing, [2019]. 1 online resource (282 p.) 

(Series: DeGruyter eBook collection)  (Only accessible within the Senate premises) 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0006 

 

 

The Great Skills Gap : Optimizing Talent for the Future of Work / edited by Jason Wingard, 

Christine Farrugia. Stanford, CA : Stanford University Press, [2021].  1 online resource (312 p.) 

(Series: DeGruyter eBook collection)  (Only accessible within the Senate premises) 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0007 

 

https://library.senate.gov.ph/cataloging/servlet/presentbrowseheadingdetailform.do?siteTypeID=-2&searchType=series&siteID=&includeLibrary=true&includeMedia=false&mediaSiteID=&searchKey=DEGRUYTER+EBOOK+COLLECTION&searchDisplayable=DeGruyter+eBook+collection&fromTitleDetails=true
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The Institutional Foundations of the Digital Economy in the 21st Century / edited by Elena 

G. Popkova, Artem Krivtsov, Aleksei V. Bogoviz. Berlin ; Boston : De Gruyter, [2021]. 1 online 

resource (XI, 258 p.)  (Series: DeGruyter eBook collection) (Only accessible within the Senate 

premises) 

 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0007 

 

 

Mastering the Science of Organizational Change / ed. by Kevin Whitaker, Martin Reeves. 

Berlin : De Gruyter, [2021]. 1 online resource (XIV, 202 p.) (Series: DeGruyter eBook 

collection)  (Series: DeGruyter eBook collection)  (Only accessible within the Senate premises)  

  

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0008 

 

 

A New Working Class : The Legacies of Public-Sector Employment in the Civil Rights 

Movement / Jane Berger.  Philadelphia : University of Pennsylvania Press, [2021].  1 online 

resource (336 p.) : 10 illus.  (Series: DeGruyter eBook collection).  (Only accessible within the 

Senate premises)  

 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0009 

 

 

https://www.degruyter.com/document/cover/isbn/9783110651768/original
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The Philippine Economy : No Longer the East Asian Exception? / edited by Emmanuel F. 

Esguerra, Ramon L. Clarete, Hal Hill. Singapore : ISEAS Publishing, [2018]. 1 online resource 

(439 p.) (Series: DeGruyter eBook collection)  (Only accessible within the Senate premises) 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0010 

 

 

The Politics of Surviving : How Women Navigate Domestic Violence and Its Aftermath / 

Paige Sweet. Berkeley, CA : University of California Press, [2021]. 1 online resource (340 p.) 

(Series: DeGruyter eBook collection) (Only accessible within the Senate premises) 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0011 

 

 

Poverty and Development : Problems and Prospects / ed. by Michal Apollo, Pahlaj Moolio. 

Bristol, UK; Blue Ridge Summit, PA : Channel View Publications, [2021]. 1 online resource 

(280 p.) (Series: DeGruyter eBook collection) (Only accessible within the Senate premises) 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0012 

 

 

The Principles and Practice of Effective Leadership / John Zinkin, Christopher Bennett. 

Berlin ; Boston : De Gruyter, [2021].  1 online resource (XX, 346 p.) (Series: DeGruyter eBook 

collection)  (Only accessible within the Senate premises) 

 

 
https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0013 
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Saving the Children : Humanitarianism, Internationalism, and Empire / Emily Baughan. 

Berkeley, CA : University of California Press, [2021]. 1 online resource (314 p.) (Series: 

DeGruyter eBook collection)  (Only accessible within the Senate premises) 

 

 

 

https://bit.ly/senatelib-ebooks0014 
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